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Abstract

Severe fetal acidemia during labour can result in life-lasting neurological deficits, but the timely detection of this condition
is often not possible. This is because the positive predictive value (PPV) of fetal heart rate (FHR) monitoring, the mainstay of
fetal health surveillance during labour, to detect concerning fetal acidemia is around 50%. In fetal sheep model of human
labour, we reported that severe fetal acidemia (pH,7.00) during repetitive umbilical cord occlusions (UCOs) is preceded
,60 minutes by the synchronization of electroencephalogram (EEG) and FHR. However, EEG and FHR are cyclic and noisy,
and although the synchronization might be visually evident, it is challenging to detect automatically, a necessary condition
for bedside utility. Here we present and validate a novel non-parametric statistical method to detect fetal acidemia during
labour by using EEG and FHR. The underlying algorithm handles non-stationary and noisy data by recording number of
abnormal episodes in both EEG and FHR. A logistic regression is then deployed to test whether these episodes are
significantly related to each other. We then apply the method in a prospective study of human labour using fetal sheep
model (n = 20). Our results render a PPV of 68% for detecting impending severe fetal acidemia ,60 min prior to pH drop to
less than 7.00 with 100% negative predictive value. We conclude that this method has a great potential to improve PPV for
detection of fetal acidemia when it is implemented at the bedside. We outline directions for further refinement of the
algorithm that will be achieved by analyzing larger data sets acquired in prospective human pilot studies.
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Introduction

Human clinical studies with umbilical cord blood gas and pH

assessment at birth indicate an increasing risk for neonatal adverse

outcome with severe acidemia (arterial pH values less than 7.00)

and in turn for longer-term sequellae including cerebral palsy [1–

3]. Additionally, growth restricted infants with chronic hypoxemia

due to placental dysfunction are at a greater risk for concerning

metabolic acidosis at birth and thereby subsequent adverse

outcome due to superimposed intrapartum hypoxic insult [4] [5]

[6]. In low risk labouring patients at term, ,20% had histologic

chorioamnionitis in the absence of clinical chorioamnionitis and

showed 5–10 fold increases in umbilical cord blood cytokines [7]

[8]. These findings indicate that a low grade inflammation occurs

in a significant proportion of patients labouring at term. Today,

electronic fetal heart rate (FHR) monitoring is the main stay for

the assessment of fetal health during labour when there is

increased risk for a compromise in fetal oxygenation due to

restriction in uterine and/or umbilical blood flow with or without

underlying chronic hypoxia or inflammation [9] [10]. This is

based upon the well-known change in FHR with acute hypoxic

insult, i.e., FHR decelerations, and the absence of these is highly

predictive for normal fetal blood gas/pH at birth [9,10]. However,

FHR monitoring as used clinically has a low positive predictive

value (PPV) for concerning metabolic acidosis at birth. There has

been considerable study over the past decade into complimentary

monitoring techniques including computerized FHR data acqui-

sition and pattern scoring, fetal pulse oximetry and ECG

waveform analysis with additional monitored information for

discerning fetal health [9] [10]. However, to date, none of these

have become standard of care despite the fact that intrapartum

electronic FHR monitoring is ever increasing and now used in
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more than 90% of the hospitals providing birthing care in Canada

[9] [10].

We recently studied patterns of electrocorticogram (ECOG)

recorded from supradural electrodes and FHR in the near term

ovine fetus and the response to induced hypoxemia in a well-

established model of human pregnancy. The fetus was subjected to

repetitive umbilical cord occlusions (UCOs) as might be seen in

human labour, to delineate the time-course for ECOG change

with worsening acidemia and whether or not this has clinical utility

[11]. Animals underwent a series of mild, moderate and severe

UCOs with each series lasting 1 h or until fetal arterial pH,7.00,

and with ECOG activity continuously monitored using power

spectral analysis. Repetitive UCOs resulted in worsening acide-

mia, which became severe with fetal arterial pH decreasing from

7.36 to 6.90. There were consistent changes in ECOG activity

with amplitude suppression and frequency increase during the

UCOs when FHR decelerations began to be associated with

pathological decreases in fetal arterial blood pressure. These

changes in ECOG occurred on average 50 minutes prior to

attaining a severe degree of acidemia with pH,7.00. As such, fetal

ECOG activity is predictably altered with repetitive UCOs leading

to worsening acidemia, and therefore may prove useful for

improving the positive predictive value of FHR monitoring for

concerning metabolic acidosis at birth.

Consequently, we have been studying the potential of monitor-

ing the fetal electroencephalogram (EEG) recorded from scalp

electrodes during labour in addition to the standard FHR

monitoring to improve detection of fetal acidemia. It is important

to determine whether fetal EEG monitoring can be added in a

meaningful and efficient manner, i.e., adding clear prognostic

information at the bedside without causing confusion, and with

affordable and ‘‘user friendly’’ technology. First, we have shown

that fetal EEG can be recorded from the fetal scalp reliably [12].

Second, we demonstrated that a degree of synchronization occurs

between the EEG signal and FHR with repetitive UCOs leading

to worsening acidemia and in advance of severe acidemia [13].

For bedside implementation, a reliable, observer-independent and

real-time or online detection mechanism of this EEG-FHR

synchronization would be desirable. However, the intrinsic

variations and noise embedded in the EEG and FHR signals

present a significant challenge for traditional statistical analysis.

For example, an acidotic fetus during labour may present with

some manifestation of abnormal EEG and FHR patterns. This will

break the assumption of time series stationarity for many statistical

methods. Measurement errors and confounding factors make the

analysis even more challenging, since what we observe might not

truly reflect the actual EEG and/or FHR signals.

In this article, we present a novel statistical method to detect the

synchronization that occurs between the EEG and FHR signals

during repetitive UCOs leading to worsening acidemia under

variable baseline conditions, i.e., normoxia, chronic hypoxia and

low-grade inflammation as might be seen clinically during labour

with fetal growth restriction and placental chorioamnionitis [14]

[15] [16] [17].

Experiments and Data Acquisition

1 Surgical preparation
Twenty near-term ovine fetuses (12362 days gestational age

(GA), term = 145 days) of mixed breed were surgically instru-

mented. The anesthetic and surgical procedures and postoperative

care of the animals have been previously described [11,18–20].

Briefly, polyvinyl catheters were placed in the right and left

brachiocephalic arteries, the cephalic vein, and the amniotic

cavity. Stainless steel electrodes were sewn onto the fetal chest to

monitor the electrocardiogram (ECG). A polyvinyl catheter was

also placed in the maternal femoral vein. A modified FHR

electrode with a double spiral was placed on fetal head to acquire

EEG, as might be done during human labour. An inflatable silicon

rubber cuff (In Vivo Metric, Healdsburg, CA) for UCO induction

was placed around the proximal portion of the umbilical cord and

secured to the abdominal skin. Once the fetus was returned to the

uterus, a catheter was placed in the amniotic fluid cavity.

Antibiotics were administered intravenously to the mother (0.2 g

trimethoprim and 1.2 g sulfadoxine, Schering Canada Inc.,

Pointe-Claire, Canada) and the fetus and into the amniotic cavity

(1 million IU penicillin G sodium, Pharmaceutical Partners of

Canada, Richmond Hill, Canada). Amniotic fluid lost during

surgery was replaced with warm saline. The uterus and abdominal

wall incisions were sutured in layers and the catheters exteriorized

through the maternal flank and secured to the back of the ewe in a

plastic pouch.

Postoperatively, animals were allowed four days to recover prior

to experimentation and daily antibiotic administration was

continued intravenously to the mother (0.2 g trimethoprim and

1.2 g sulfadoxine), into the fetal vein and the amniotic cavity (1

million IU penicillin G sodium, respectively). Arterial blood was

sampled for evaluation of maternal and fetal condition and

catheters were flushed with heparinized saline to maintain

patency. Animals were 13061 days GA on the first day of

experimental study. Animal care followed the guidelines of the

Canadian Council on Animal Care and was approved by the

University of Western Ontario Council on Animal Care.

2 Experimental procedure
All animals were studied over a ,6 hour period. After a

1–2 hour baseline control period, mild, moderate and severe series

of repetitive UCOs were performed. UCOs were induced in all

series by graduated inflation of the occluder cuff with a saline

solution. Preliminary studies were performed to determine the

amount of volume necessary to achieve mild, moderate, and severe

variable FHR decelerations. During the first hour following

baseline, mild variable decelerations were performed with a partial

UCO for 1 minute duration every 2.5 minutes, with the goal of

decreasing FHR by ,30 beats per minute (bpm), corresponding to

an ,50% reduction in umbilical blood flow [11,18–20]. During

the second hour, moderate variable decelerations were performed

with an increased partial UCO for 1 minute duration every 2.5

minutes with the goal of decreasing FHR by ,60 bpm,

corresponding to an ,75% reduction in umbilical blood flow

[11,18–20]. Following the moderate variable decelerations,

animals underwent severe variable decelerations with complete

UCO for 1 minute duration every 2.5 minutes for up to two hours

or until the targeted fetal arterial pH of less than 7.00 was

detected, at which point the repetitive UCOs were terminated. All

animals were allowed to recover following the last UCO for

48 hours prior to necropsy.

Maternal venous blood samples were drawn at baseline and at

completion of the UCO protocol. Fetal arterial blood samples

were drawn at baseline, at the end of the first UCO of each series

(mild, moderate, severe), and at 20 minute intervals (between

UCOs) throughout each of the series, as well as at 1, 24 and

48 hours of recovery. For each UCO series blood gas sample,

0.7 ml of fetal blood was withdrawn, while 4 ml of fetal blood was

withdrawn at baseline, at pH nadir less than 7.00, and at 1 hour

and 48 hours of recovery. The amounts of blood withdrawn were

documented for each fetus and replaced with an equivalent

volume of maternal blood at the end of day 1. All blood samples
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were analyzed for blood gas values, pH, glucose, and lactate with

an ABL-725 blood gas analyzer (Radiometer Medical, Copenha-

gen, Denmark) corrected to 39.0uC.

After the 48 hours recovery blood sample, the ewe and the fetus

were killed by an overdose of barbiturate (30 mg sodium

pentobarbital IV, MTC Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, Canada).

A post mortem was carried out during which fetal gender and

weight were determined and the location and function of the

umbilical occluder were confirmed.

Normoxic UCO (N/UCO) group animals were defined as those

with fetal arterial O2 saturation as measured on post-op days 1, 2,

3, and 4, and on the experimental day during the control period,

that on average was.55% (n = 9). Hypoxic UCO (H/UCO)

group animals conversely, were those whose O2 saturation for

these time points on average was ,55% (n = 5). An additional

group of normoxic animals received E. coli LPS 2 mg bolus

infusion into the amniotic cavity via the amniotic catheter starting

one hour prior to initiating the UCOs (LPS/UCO, n = 6), i.e., at

the beginning of the second hour of the baseline control period,

again at the start of the mild UCO series, and continuing hourly

thereafter until the UCOs were stopped to simulate a low-grade

bacterial infection [21].

3 Data acquisition
A computerized data acquisition system was used to record fetal

arterial and amniotic pressures, the ECG, ECOG and EEG

electrical signals, as previously described (14). All signals were

monitored continuously throughout the experiment. Arterial and

amniotic pressures were measured using Statham pressure

transducers (P23 ID; Gould Inc., Oxnard, CA). Arterial blood

pressure (ABP) was determined as the difference between

instantaneous values of arterial and amniotic pressures. A

PowerLab system was used for data acquisition and analysis

(Chart 5 For Windows, ADInstruments Pty Ltd, Castle Hill,

Australia). Pressures, ECG, ECOG and EEG were recorded and

digitized at 1000 Hz for further study. For ECG, a 60 Hz notch

filter was applied, while for EEG, a band pass 0.3–30 Hz filter was

used. FHR was triggered and calculated online from arterial

pressure systolic peaks. Prior to analysis, ECOG and EEG were

sampled down to 100 Hz as is standard practice with fetal ECOG

and EEG analyses and to reduce computational requirements for

subsequent analysis steps. The focus of this manuscript is on the

EEG data in relation to FHR to develop an online algorithm

deployable on the bedside. ECOG and ECG data are reported

separately.

Methods

1 Detection of abnormal patterns in EEG and FHR
1.1 Long Term and Short Term Averages. FHR is stable

except for obvious episodes during which FHR dropped signifi-

cantly. In the mean time, the EEG is showing cyclic activity that

may or may not be regular. From a data analysis point of view,

EEG might be considered as more noisy than FHR in the sense

that detailed information might not necessarily be very helpful to

reach a final decision whether EEG and FHR are synchronized,

the criterion indicative of an incipient fetal acidemia. This created

a significant difficulty for the traditional statistical analysis. In

order to reduce the influence of noise from EEG and FHR, one

needs to exact significant and characteristic features from the two

time series first.

In order to reconcile the fact that patterns in EEG and FHR are

manifested in two different domains, we first need to construct a

new statistical measure and try to bring two different data time

series into the same and comparable platform. Therefore, we first

need to construct a new measure in order to detect any status

change in EEG. The new measure should be robust and the

influence of the noise level should be minimized. A similar

measure should also be applied to FHR to ensure that such a

transformation would not introduce any distortions into the

relationship between the two time series.

In order to introduce a counting measure or indicator function

that is widely used in high frequency day trading, we now define

the long term and short averages.

Given a time series X(t), we now define the following quantities

X L(t,t1)~

ðt

t1

wL(s)X (s)ds, X s(t,t2)~

ðt

t2

ws(s)X (s)ds:

where t2 ,t1, and wL and wS are non-negative weight functions.

The long term moving average represents normal and regular

cycles in healthy fetuses. The long term moving average at any

given time point is defined to be a weighted average of the past by

tracing back for a long period of time, 10 min in the current

application. The average is indicative of the general trend by

minimizing the impacts of short-term bursts or drops in the time

series. Since the impact of the oscillation is a relatively local

pattern, we need to summarize local information. This is achieved

by calculating a short-term weighted moving average in a local

manner. Therefore, the two moving averages both possess the

ability to smooth out the original time series by noise reduction.

However, they represent global or local patterns (Fig. 1).

Our objective is to employ a meaningful measure to reflect or

describe the abnormal patterns in the absence of exact knowledge

of the nature of these observed patterns.

To define something that is abnormal, we must first know what

is normal. The long-term average then serves as the baseline for

comparison or yardstick for finding abnormal patterns. Therefore,

we need to compare the long-term trend with the short-term

tendency in an effort to find those patterns.

1.2 Significant crossing points. We are now ready to define

a new measure that can filter out noisy data by only looking at the

so-called change-point in high frequency data in a very volatile

market. To achieve this, a change-point is detected by looking at

locations of the time scales such that the long-term weighted

average coincides with the short-term weighted average [22] [23].

This technique has been widely used and proven to be very

successful in high frequency trading. The change-points are

locations in which a trend reverses its direction. For example, it

can be a point where an upward trend changes to the downward

trend and vice versa.

We have decided not to use the term ‘‘change-point’’ since EEG

does not possess significant upward or downward trend due to its

high frequency nature. We thus use the term ‘‘crossing points’’

where an abnormal pattern is detected. Since the underlying

mechanism is unknown, we make no attempt to classify the exact

nature of those crossing points. To be more specific, an observed

abnormal pattern could result from a genuine fetal stress, or some

other unknown and undetectable biological reasons.

Therefore the new measure records the number of abnormal

patterns by counting the number of crossing points. This can be

achieved in two steps. First, we define a new random categorical

variable that indicates whether the long-term and short-term

trends coincide at each time point.

Namely, we define Z(t)~1,ifX L(t)~X S(t); Z(t)~0, other-

wise.

Automated Detection of Fetal Acidemia during Labour
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Next, we define the number of crossing points as

C(t � ,t � �)~
Pt��

t� Z(t):

This records the number of times that the long-term trend and

the short-term trends equal each other.

Since the entire underlying biological mechanism is not

completely understood and could undergo systematic changes,

these measures need to be calculated on a continuous basis in

order to accumulate enough information or sample size for a

subsequent statistical analysis.

2 Detection of synchronization
EEG presents a far more significant number of crossing points

than FHR. This is because FHR pattern is forced by the UCOs,

which, in turn, are induced every 2.5 minutes, while EEG reflects

brain’s response to the insult. Although FHR might influence

EEG, we are making no attempt to establish a causal relationship

between both signals. Our main goal is to detect whether the two

measures are synchronized at any time point.

We employ a logistic regression model for the detection of

synchronization. We set up the response variable as whether or not

there is at least one significant crossing point for FHR for any

given time window. The length of the time window where EEG

and FHR are tested for synchronization is set so that the FHR

patterns do not occur more than once in a given time window.

The explanatory variable is then set to be the number of significant

crossing points for EEG in the same given time window.

A logistics regression is performed to determine whether these

two crossings are related by assuming

P(Y~1)

1{P(Y~1)
~b0zb1X ,

where Y = 1 (presence of anomaly in FHR), with I(.) an indicator

function and X the number of significant cross-point in the EEG.

The entire time series of FHR and EEG are divided into 10

minutes non-overlapping time windows with 60,000 time points.

The logistic regression is performed on each time window.

Figure 1. The algorithm to detect EEG-FHR synchronisation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108119.g001
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The estimation of the coefficients in the logistic regression mode

is based on the maximum likelihood method. The hypothesis is

that the probability of a significant drop in FHR will not be

affected by the knowledge of number of crossing points in the same

time window.

In summary, first we divided EEG and FHR time series into 10-

minute non-overlapping intervals (Figure 1). Then we identified

the crossing points by setting the length of the short-term window

and long-term window to be 0.5 s and 2.5 s, respectively. Next, for

each interval, we calculated a p-value for testing the null

hypothesis that EEG and FHR are not synchronized. We

considered the appearance of three consecutive rejections of the

null hypothesis as an indicator of synchronization to find the

relationship of target synchronized regions to worsening acidemia.

Changes in arterial blood gases and pH versus baseline were

analyzed using Friedman repeated measures analysis of variance

on ranks followed by multiple comparisons using Dunn’s method

or repeated measures ANOVA with Holm-Sidak method for

multiple comparisons, depending on prior testing for normality.

Results are provided as mean6SD and assumed to be significant

for p,0.05.

Results

In all groups, repetitive UCOs resulted in a pH drop from

7.3560.03 during baseline to 7.0360.10 (Fig. 2). The detailed

results for the N/UCO group have been presented elsewhere [20].

Averaged across the groups, 77621 UCOs were conducted per

animal with no differences among the groups (Table 1). Table 1

shows the high degree of interindividual variance in the number of

UCOs conducted in each ovine fetus. This was due to varying time

until pH,7.00 was reached in each animal.

Fetal arterial blood gas and pH values over the course of the

study for the three experimental groups are shown in Figure 2.

pO2 at baseline for the N/UCO and LPS/UCO groups were

within the normal physiologic range, averaging 23.061.7 and

23.061.4 mmHg, respectively, while that of the H/UCO group

was lower, at 16.164.0 mmHg (both p,0.05). All three experi-

mental animal groups had normal pCO2 and pH values at

baseline, which averaged 51.263.4 mmHg and 7.3560.03,

respectively. There were no notable significant changes for pO2

from its respective baseline values as measured at the end of each

of the UCO series for any of the three experimental groups,

although a slight drop during mid mild and early moderate UCO

series was detected in the LPS/UCO group. pCO2 changed little

during mild and moderate UCO series, but increased at the end of

the severe UCO series for all, but LPS/UCO experimental group

(both p,0.05). Fetal arterial pH likewise changed little during mild

UCO series, but there was a cumulative decrease in pH with the

repetitive UCOs which became significant for the N/UCO and

H/UCO groups mid-way through the moderate UCO series, at

an average of 7.2760.04 (both p,0.05); and for all three

experimental groups by the end of the moderate UCO series at

an average of 7.2660.07 (all p,0.05). The average time between

onset of UCOs and reaching the target nadir pH of 7.00 was

shorter in the H/UCO animals at 151616 minutes compared to

the N/UCO animals at 203614 minutes (p,0.05).

In the LPS/UCO group the target pH of ,7.00 was not

reached in 3 out of 6 animals due to rupture of the umbilical cord

occluder during the severe UCO series, with nadir pHs of 7.25,

Figure 2. Arterial blood gas values. Mean6SD. UCO, umbilical cord occlusions; values are shown for each 20 min of UCO. * p,0.05 compared to
respective baseline values.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108119.g002
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7.20, and 7.14. Furthermore, the EEG-FHR synchronization

pattern was not evident visually in these three animals. We

therefore decided to use these fetuses as our negative controls to

test the crossing point method’s performance for falsely detecting

the EEG-FHR synchronization pattern.

Figure 3 shows a representative behaviour of EEG and FHR

during the experiment with emergence of EEG-FHR synchroni-

zation pattern on average toward the start of the severe UCO

series. Figure 4 provides a representative output of the algorithm.

In the analysis, we considered the appearance of three consecutive

red regions as an indicator of synchronization to find the

relationship of target synchronized regions to worsening acidemia.

In one case, two consecutive red regions were sufficient (Table 2).

The algorithm detected EEG-FHR synchronization 59631

minutes prior to pH drop, while the ‘‘expert’’ visual detection

did so 55631 minutes prior to pH drop (Table 2).

Comparison was then made to the ‘‘expert’’ visual detection of

the ECOG-FHR synchronization pattern as previously published

[11]. Briefly, as indicated in the Figure 3D, ECOG/EEG-FHR

synchronization pattern has been identified as consecutive

occurrence of at least three FHR decelerations synchronized in

phase with ECOG/EEG amplitude decreases during UCO

periods. Although one could study the sensitivity and specificity

of these two methodologies, the small sample size renders most

statistical tests as not applicable. To answer the question whether

the outcome of the algorithm is related or independent of the

‘‘expert’’ visual detection, we set up the null hypothesis that the

algorithm prediction and the experts’ detection are independent.

We applied this analysis to all twenty fetal EEG-FHR recordings.

From Table 3, it can be seen that the PPV is 11/16 = 68%, while

the negative predictive value is 4/4 = 100%. A detailed break-

down for each fetus is provided in Table 2. To test the

comparability of the two techniques for detecting fetal acidemia

Table 1. Number of umbilical cord occlusions (UCOs) in each and all experimental stages.

Mild UCO Mod UCO Severe UCO Total UCO

N/UCO 2661.5 2561.2 38613.7 86619.5

H/UCO 2460.5 2460.7 21612.8 65618.3

LPS/UCO 2560.0 2362.3 38613.3 79621.7

Mean6SD. N/UCO, normoxic UCO group; H/UCO, hypoxic UCO group; LPS/UCO, normoxic UCO group receiving LPS prior to UCOs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108119.t001

Figure 3. Representative behaviour of the electroencephalogram (EEG) and fetal heart rate (FHR) at baseline and during repetitive
umbilical cord occlusions (UCO). 10 minutes of baseline (A), mild (B), moderate (C) and severe (D) UCO series are shown. X axis shows time of the
day. The segment during the severe UCO series represents the stage when the adaptive brain shut-down pattern is visible in EEG in phase with FHR
decelerations triggered by changes in the umbilical cord occluder pressure (UCP). Note the brief, ,60 seconds lasting, episodes of EEG suppression
during each UCO-induced FHR decelerations and EEG amplitude recovery between the UCOs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108119.g003
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Figure 4. A representative example of crossing point detection. TOP: Single change point and crossing point detection. BOTTOM: Complete
experimental recording demonstrating detection of EEG-FHR synchronisation based on the crossing point detection and subsequent validation using
logistic regression analysis. Vertical black line denotes onset of EEG-FHR synchronization as per visual expert analysis. Vertical orange bar denotes the
drop of pH to less than 7.00. The p-values over time are rendered by red lines where the null hypothesis (no EEG-FHR synchronization) was rejected,
i.e., p less than 5% and yellow lines where p value was between 5% and 10%. Note, that three subsequent crossing point detections are required to
consider identifying EEG-FHR synchronization. This corresponds to a window length of 10 min (cf. Fig. 1).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108119.g004
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we deployed a commonly used statistics method under the small

sample constraint - Fisher’s exact test [24]. The null hypothesis is

that the algorithm detection is independent of the expert visual

detection. The p-value is 0.026 and this indicates that the

algorithm is not independent of the expert visual assessment for

detecting fetal acidemia. Therefore, we have sufficient evidence to

conclude that the algorithm is consistent with the expert visual

assessment for detecting fetal acidemia.

Discussion

1 Physiological and clinical considerations
Here we introduce a method for online detection of fetal EEG-

FHR synchronization pattern during umbilical cord occlusion-

induced FHR decelerations as they may be observed during

human labour. The EEG amplitude changes during such

synchronization pattern consist of brief (,60 seconds) episodes

of EEG suppression during each UCO-induced FHR decelera-

tions and rapid EEG amplitude recovery between the UCOs.

With their relatively shorter ‘‘on-off’’ time scale on the order of

minutes, such EEG amplitude suppression episodes are different

from those reported to occur in fetal sheep in response to UCOs

on the order of hours. For example, De Haan et al. reported

progressive and reversible EEG suppression during worsening

acidemia in fetal sheep near-term with a similar UCO pattern

paradigm mimicking human labour [25]. Recently, chronic

hypoxic ovine fetuses, also subjected to a similar regime of brief

repetitive UCOs, were shown to respond with a greater EEG

Table 2. Individual algorithm performance.

Animal ID
Algorithm
detection (Y/N)

Time prior to pH drop
(based on algorithm)

Expert
detection (Y/N)

Time prior to pH drop
(based on expert) Comments

N/UCO group

461060 Y 1:10:00 Y 1:15:06 Noisy

473352 Y 0:33:40 Y 0:37:27

473378 Y 0:30:00$ Y 0:32:29 Noisy

473361 Y 0:28:20 Y 0:27:59

5054 Y 0:30:00 Y 0:27:17

473727 Y 1:55:00 Y 1:52:17

473377 Y 1:41:40 Y 1:41:51

473360 N N/A Y 0:19:46 Noisy

5060 N N/A Y 0:20:41 Noisy

H/UCO group

473351 Y 0:43:20 Y 0:38:29

473376 Y 1:03:20 Y 1:07:43

473726 Y 1:11:40 Y 1:17:37

8003 N N/A Y 0:12:20 Too short1

473362 N N/A N N/A Noisy

LPS/UCO group

4934 N N/A Y 0:34

4935 N N/A N N/A UCO ruptured¡

5051 N N/A N N/A UCO ruptured¡

5053 N N/A Y 0:37 Noisy

5059 N N/A N N/A UCO ruptured¡

8002 N N/A Y 0:41

N/UCO, normoxic UCO group; H/UCO, UCO group that was hypoxic prior to UCO start; LPS/UCO, UCO group that received LPS prior to UCO start.
$Detection based on two subsequent crossing points, as opposed to three elsewhere.
¡ umbilical cord occluder ruptured during the experiments stopping worsening acidemia from developing further; consequently, no adaptive brain shut-down occurred
and these foetuses were used as negative controls.
1EEG-FHR synchronization pattern emerged too shortly prior to pH drop to ,7.00 and the algorithm failed to pinpoint even two consecutive positive detections to
define synchronization. Clinical benefit of such short time lag prior severe acidemia is also nearly absent, so that this case may represent a limitation of not only the
algorithm, but also the clinical utility of the phenomenon itself, even when EEG and FHR are monitored directly visually.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108119.t002

Table 3. Comparison of expert detection and prediction by the algorithm.

Algorithm Detection No Detection

Expert (Yes) 11 5

Expert (No) 0 4

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108119.t003
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suppression than normoxic fetuses [26]. We do not regard such

reversible EEG suppression episodes in response to UCOs as a

sign of fetal decompensation. Rather, it is a sign of fetal cerebral

adaptive response to repetitive UCOs with worsening acidemia to

avoid reaching the point of no return by passing through the lower

ischemic flow threshold, which will result in neuronal death [27].

ECOG suppression in the ovine fetus with hypoxia with or without

acidemia is a regulated response to offload brain energy needs with

decreased oxygen delivery [29]. The response is not related to fetal

pH change per se, but to a decreased cerebral oxygen delivery and

the brain’s ability to maintain oxygen consumption. With acute

UCOs, ECOG was suppressed by 60–90 seconds of UCO with

minimal fetal acidemia [28] [29]. Conversely, with sustained

hypoxia over a number of hours and onsetting acidosis, ECOG

was slowly suppressed beginning at a pH around 7.15 and did not

completely flatten out until fetal pH approached 7.00 [30]. With

removal of the hypoxic insult, whether by releasing the cord

occluder with UCO or stopping the sustained hypoxic exposure,

there can be full recovery of ECOG and presumably brain well-

being, as long as the ‘‘lower ischemic flow threshold’’ for cell

membrane failure has not been reached.

The observed EEG-FHR synchronization has been suggested to

indicate adaptive brain shut-down in response to worsening

acidemia and possibly to the cardiovascular decompensation,

possibly mediated via endogenous adenosine receptor A1 activa-

tion [11] [31] [32]. A timely detection of such adaptive brain shut-

down would allow individualized prediction of incipient severe

acidemia onset about 60 min prior to its occurrence. Our findings

in hypoxic-acidemia EEG and FHR recordings without or with

preceding chronic hypoxia or inflammation using chronically

catheterized fetal sheep subjected to repetitive UCOs indicate that

this method can detect synchronization even with the presence of

noisy and non-stationary EEG and FHR signals. To our

knowledge, using crossing points from both EEG and FHR to

build a statistical model has not been reported, although the

crossing point idea has been used in high frequency trading to

identify the change of a trend for a single time series [22] [23]. We

have now tested and validated an algorithm using crossing point

statistical methods for predicting worsening acidosis in a fetal

sheep model of human labour compared with visual assessment of

EEG-FHR synchronization. In the subset of patients with a non-

reassuring FHR tracing during human labour there is need for

placement of a FHR scalp electrode and intrauterine pressure

catheter to better assess FHR change in relation to contractions. In

these patients a double spiral electrode can now be placed to

record both FHR and EEG. The results indicate that the proposed

method has the potential to improve positive predictive value for

detection of fetal acidemia when it is implemented at the bedside.

The similarity of this combined FHR/EEG electrode to the

presently used single spiral electrode for recording FHR where

signal capture has not been an issue with the fetal head usually

fixed in the maternal pelvis, should ensure a comparable signal-to-

noise ratio and quality of signal for the FHR/EEG electrode.

2 Methodical considerations
In our approach, we aimed to make minimal assumptions about

the process, as the underlying mechanism is not completely

known. This posed several analytical challenges. Commonly used

techniques in handling noisy data are the well-known smoothing

methods, which use the data in a specified window to generate a

smoothed version attempting to filter the noise and capture the

true signal. However, smoothing methods are known to be biased

at peaks and valleys of a curve and consequently, reduce the sheer

magnitude of an episode especially at the points in which a sudden

increase or decrease in FHR might occur. Smoothing in EEG

creates additional problems since small frequency episodes might

be smoothed out and fundamentally alter the underlying

characteristics of the frequency domain. Although the EEG and

FHR are time series data, the statistical analysis of the relationship

of these two data sets is very challenging due to the following

reasons. First, the two time series are highly non-stationary and the

traditional statistical method for multiple time series requires the

assumption of stationarity. This assumption requires the observa-

tions to follow the same pattern with the constant mean and

variance. The episodes in EEG and FHR would break this

assumption since the underlying normal mechanism is altered or

overwhelmed by a new one that is our inferential interest. In other

words, for FHR, a dramatic drop in the mean due to the occlusion

is very evident and expected. The EEG, on the other hand is very

noisy and cyclic in nature. The change does not occur for average

readings. Instead, the impact of the occlusion can be seen in both

the amplitude and more importantly in the frequency domain of

the oscillations. To be more specific, we might see different cyclic

patterns for the EEG when an oscillation occurs. The traditional

methods such as Pearson correlation for independent continuous

data are no longer adequate. More advanced methods in time

series analysis are also not applicable since the pattern in FHR is in

time domain while the patterns in the EEG are in the frequency

domain. In summary, the assumptions of traditional regression or

longitudinal analysis are violated. Any conclusion derived from

applying the classical statistical analysis would be either not

sensitive enough to detect the pattern or provide too many false

detections. Consequently, these make the test of dependent

relationship using the traditional or classical statistical methods

very difficult. Thus, many classical statistical methods are not

applicable due to violations of the fundamental assumptions for

use of these models. The statistical models for change-point

detection are mostly parametric in nature and assume that the

underlying mechanism can be sufficiently captured by a paramet-

ric statistical model. The method based on the change-point

detection we present herein handles the non-stationary and highly

noisy data allowing detection of EEG-FHR synchronization.

In three of the LPS/UCO animals the target pH of less than

7.00 was not achieved due to rupture of the umbilical cord

occluder during the severe UCO series, and no EEG-FHR

synchronization was observed. This is consistent with previous

observations that a worsening acidemia is necessary to result in

adaptive cerebral shut-down manifesting in the EEG-FHR

synchronization pattern [11]. Our results show that the method

performs very well in the true positive as well as true negative cases

as supported by the failed detection of the EEG-FHR pattern in

the negative control cases within our cohort. This is important for

the eventual bedside application of our approach, as it would

ensure that no false positive detection of impending acidemia

occurs and hence no false alarm is triggered.

3 Limitations of the method
The proposed method is non-parametric in nature and does not

rely on a specific model except the logistic regression. However,

the expected number of crossing points can be relatively large due

to the nature of the function. This could make the decision more

difficult as to how many crossing points occurring consecutively

should be deemed as significant biologically and represents the

limitation of the algorithm as presented here. The limitation is

evidenced by the fact that in one instance we required only two,

rather than three, crossing points to identify the EEG-FHR

synchronization. Generalized or individually specific a priori
knowledge of the expected number of crossing points or the period
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of time in the data stream when the occurrence of crossing points

ought to be considered biologically significant remain a challenge.

To address this limitation, we could define significant crossing

points by selecting relevant crossing points according to a certain

criterion. We leave this refinement to future improvement of the

proposed algorithm, while the method presented here only verifies

whether the two time series are synchronized.
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